State of input method on Wayland
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Problem 1: Keymaps
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Problem 2: Timestamps
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Deletion

input method

set_surrounding_text(
    before=6d 75 c5 82, after=NULL)

delete(before=-2, after=0)

insert(before="r", after="")
Problem 3: bytes deletion

input method

```
set_surrounding_text(
  before=6d 75  c5 82, after=NULL)
```

```
delete(before=❓, after=0)
```

```
insert(before="r", after="")
```

Optional
Help crush the last mistakes!

https://gitlab.freedesktop.org/wayland/wayland-protocols/

Contact/hire: DorotaC.eu
Blog: dcz_self.gitlab.io
IRC: dcz